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lagoon was too shallow even for the launch to proceed, we
transhipped into a rowing-boat that we had brought with us in
tow. It took another hour to reach the village of Metalamin
where a Japanese company owns coco-nut plantations and dries
copra for shipment. There once more we transhipped, this time
into long outrigged canoes and, paddled by stalwart natives, we
sped away toward a dense mass of mangrove trees that extended
from the shore into the lagoon. On nearing the little promontory
we caught sight of the ruins—high walls half-concealed amongst
the trees and low flat little islands neatly squared and faced with
cut stone. One of these islands opposite the principal group of
buildings must have measured nearly a hundred yards in length
and breadth. Here we turned aside and our canoes drew up at a
stone quay where a flight of wide steps led to a walled enclosure
built at a slightly higher elevation, The walls are of eighteen
to twenty feet in height and are constructed of layers of long
hexagonal stones cut in the form of columns, many of them four
to six yards in length. No mortar was used in the construction
where each layer of these long thin pillar-like stones is placed at
right angles to the one below and above it, so that the surface
of the walls presents consecutive rows of length and hexagonal
end. Within this outer enclosure is a second court and within
this court again is a curious flat stone structure pierced by a
tunnel—probably the burial place of Chiefs. The whole group
of buildings, regularly built and constructed at right angles, is
mysterious and perplexing. Between the outer and inner walls
the vacant space is separated by low parapets of stone, perhaps a
metre high, for the crossing of which stone stile-like steps still
exist, and at one spot there is a low arched entrance into the inner
court. The main gateways are merely wide gaps in the walls^
neatly finished off on either side, and were apparently uncovered*
Returning to our canoes we proceeded by a series of small
canals into a long straight waterway parallel to the sea and lying
between the ruins and the shore. This harbour, for such it seems
to have been, is protected from the surf by a sea wall nearly a
kilometre in length, constructed of great blocks of unsquared
basalt. There are several openings doubtless for the passage of
canoes. Mangrove trees have taken root amongst the stones and
partly conceal the construction.
The ruins extend over a large area of land and water. There
could have been little communication between the various
structures except by the shallow canals, for the whole site is split

